FFC cable type A, pitch 0.50 mm, all pins, ex stock available
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

FFC cable Typ A

pins 4 up to 50

pitch 0.50 mm

isolation PET (white)

support tape PET (blue)

contact material copper

contact plating tin

operating temp: -30°C up to +105°C

lead free and RoHS compliant

60V, VW-1

UL 20861

Our part no. description:

FFC0.50 A 04 - 0292 - 4-4 - 08-08 - UL20861

FFC0.50 = pitch 0.50 mm

A = stripped on eaqual side

D = stripped on opposite side

04 = pins

0292 = isolation cable length in mm (additionaly

2 x 4 mm stripping = complete length of FFC)*

4 - 4 = 4 mm stripped

08 - 08 = 8 mm reinforcement

UL20861 = UL style (- 30 up to +105°C, 60V, VW-1)
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A FFC cable with pitch 0.50 mm, stripped on equal side, 45 pins, length 300 mm. Our part nr. will be in this example:

FFC0.50 A - 45 - 0292 - 4 - 4 - 08 - 08 - UL20861

ALL&NBSP;PINS&NBSP;(4 up to 50 pins) are in the following complete length* AVAILABLE EX STOCK !&NBSP;
100 mm

150 mm

200 mm

300 mm

Do not hesitate to contact us for your FFC request on INFO@ESSKABEL.DE

For your custom specific FFC cable on our: FFC CONFIGURATOR
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